
nomi
TASK SEATING



nomi — master of 
transformation 
Choose between three sizes of backs, two seat sizes, 
three mechanisms, four arm versions and a wide range 
of accessories to suit the users ergonomic 
requirements, workstation and budget. 
Nomi offers a solution to everyone.



Height adjustable, contoured back 
for optimal support available in three 
sizes: medium, high and extra high.

Synchro mechanism with body 
weight/height tension adjustment. 
Easy to adjust and encouraging a 
healthy and dynamic posture.

Optional headrest to support 
and relax neck and shoulders.

Choose between a black nylon, 
satin or polished aluminium base 
or a draughtsman base with foot 
ring and glides.

PCB mechanism offers back 
angle adjustment whilst the 
seat stays in a fixed position.

Choose between four arm options: 
Fixed ring arms, height adjustable 
arms, height adjustable tube arms, 
height adjustable fold down arms.

Moulded foam seat for increased comfort, 
available in two sizes. All seats are height 
adjustable and offer optional seat depth 
adjustment.

ISB mechanism offers independent seat 
and back angle adjustment with tension 
adjustment. Leave mechanism unlocked 
to encourage body movement. 

customisation is 
nomi’s key feature



Back Sizes Medium Back

High Back

Extra High Back

Seat Medium (fits medium and high back)

Large (fits extra high back)

Mechanism PCB Mechanism (Permanent Contact Back)

ISB Mechanism (Independent Seat and Back adjustment) 

Synchro Mechanism

Arm Options Fixed Ring Arms

Height Adjustable Arms

Height AdjustableTube Arms

Height Adjustable Fold Down Arms

Optional Ergonomic Headrest

Accessories Pump Up Lumbar

Seat Slide 

Coccyx Cut Out

Memory Foam

Split Density Foam

Base & Black Nylon

Castor Options Satin Aluminium

Polished Aluminium

Draughtsman Base with Chrome Foot Ring and Glides

Carpet Castors

Hard Floor Castors

Glides 

Note Tested and certified to BS 5459
5 year guarantee

features, options and finishes
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